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Learning together involves
both
the Italian school
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“Rinnovata
Pizzigoni” and the University of
Derby, aiming at sharing teaching
Birds of a feather is a project
practices and experiences.
involving the pupils of primary and
Rinnovata Pizzigoni offered an
internship opportunity to ten
secondary schools on the theme of
students coming from the
freedom of flight, and the diversity
University of Derby. They have an
the encounter. the scuoe coivolte are
intensive
in Italy, Czech Republic, Spain and
period of four weeks they have
Austria.
worked actively inside “IC Rinnovata
Pizzigoni”. Every student was
The boys have rewritten the text of
linked to an English teacher. The
the songs, have made murals,
students worked directly inside
T4together is a project of cultural reflected on the value of the
the classrooms giving their own
support to English classes.
imagination, freedom and identity
exchange and meeting place for
At the
in a vision of exchange,
young students of countries: Italy,
same time the staff of Rinnovata
collaboration, inclusion and respect
Portugal, Austria.
Pizzigoni supported the students
for themselves and for others.
with Italian teaching experience
This project used the social
and tutoring. More than a
network facebook to communicate,
cooperative project it has been a
exchange information on the cities
“mutual learning action”.
in which the students live, to hear
and be heard.

This is the spirit of
ICRinnovata Pizzigoni in
which the pupils as well as
the
teachers a still work
every day through a variety
of
specific projects that, being
supported by an
appropriate
time schedule, allow a way
of
learning which is active,
multifaceted and flexible.

the purpose is to show how a social
network can be useful to bring
people and overcome language and
cultural barriers.

“The world is a school… Every
fact deriving from experience is
a Teacher ... Do not teach,
experiment instead”.

